After almost two years of virtual-only events, we were ecstatic to return to in-person events, with our first hybrid Open Source Summit + Embedded Linux Conference. Joined by the first OSPOCon as well, the events gathered 1,944 total attendees - with 482 of those attending in person in Seattle - from 760 organizations across 68 countries around the globe.

While a smaller number of attendees joined than originally planned for (given the COVID Delta variant, closed borders, and growing virtual event fatigue) we still felt that the event was enormously successful, delivering timely and applicable content, opportunities to connect with community members globally, and unique and fun experiences to both virtual and in-person attendees, and giving our in-person attendees the ability to finally once again meet face to face, for important discussions, problem solving, and collaboration.

A huge thank you to all of our sponsors for joining us in opening the doors to in-person events, and the enormous value they bring to the open source community, once again.

The event attracted a diversified mix of open source community members from across the ecosystem, not a surprise given the range of topics offered to attendees. 55% of attendees were in technical positions.

“OPEN SOURCE SUMMIT REMAINS ONE OF THE IMPORTANT GLOBAL CONFERENCES OF THE LINUX AND OPEN SOURCE ECOSYSTEMS.”
Attendee Survey Results:

98% of respondents found the conference content and sessions to be informative and useful

96% of respondents would recommend attending the event to a friend or colleague

95% of respondents felt that participating in the event was a valuable use of their time

89% of respondents made valuable connections/were able to build relationships at the event

89% of respondents felt they had the right amount of time for networking/collaboration

88% of respondents said they are likely to join the event in-person in the future

67% of respondents attended the event virtually and 33% attended in-person

When asked which of the 3 ‘events’ they primarily attended for, 54% of respondents said Open Source Summit, 37% said Embedded Linux Conference and 9% said OSPOCon.
Content

Featuring 296 talks including keynotes, tutorials, breakout sessions, BoFs, and lightning talks, Open Source Summit + Embedded Linux Conference + OSPOCon delivered exceptional content across 18 topical tracks including 101 Essentials (Embedded, Cloud and Linux), AI/ML/DL, Cloud Infrastructure, Community Leadership, Diversity & Inclusion, Embedded Linux, IoT, Linux Systems, Open Source Databases and more.

This year’s Program Committee included 69 community members with a range of expertise. Together, they reviewed 737 submissions from our CFP, and ultimately accepted 275 talks - a 37.3% acceptance rate.

15 keynotes, 3 mini-summits, and 110 of the conference sessions were delivered by speakers in person in Seattle and were simultaneously streamed on the virtual event platform. The remaining sessions were all streamed live during the event, and remain available to view on the virtual event platform through the end of October, where attendees can view them along with visiting the sponsor showcase, participating in the chat rooms and enjoying the event virtual experiences. All sessions will be added to the Linux Foundation YouTube channel at that point and will be freely available for anyone to view on demand.

Most popular topics according to attendee survey results (in order of interest):

1. Linux Systems
2. Open Source Program Office Management
3. Cloud Native
4. Community Management & Leadership
5. Cloud Infrastructure & Diversity/Inclusion (tied)
Sponsor Showcase

The event hosted both an in-person and virtual sponsor showcase with 33 of our sponsors hosting in-person exhibit booths, and 39 hosting virtual booths.

Average in-person badge scans: 43
Total in-person badge scans: 1,190
Average virtual booth visits: 34
Total virtual booth visits: 1,303

Mariam Guizani @mariam_gui · Sep 30
These organic conversations and great interactions is where it's at! What an incredible community to be part of! Thank you @linuxfoundation for bringing all these amazing people together in person! Bye Seattle for now! #ossummit #ospocon @SlimDevOps
Online Networking & Virtual Platform

86% of respondents rated the quality of the virtual event component as “Good” or “Excellent”

83% of respondents felt the virtual event platform was easy to understand, access, and navigate through

79% of all attendees participated in the virtual experience

78% of respondents indicated they were able to network and collaborate effectively during the event via the Slack Workspace
The OSS + ELC + OSPOCon Slack Workspace once again served as a networking platform during the event, and was the virtual “Hallway Track” where attendees could collaborate, network, and have fun. It was also where speakers could join virtual attendees to engage in Q&A after sessions. Channels included track-specific topics such as #2-track-diversity-inclusion, #2-track-internet-of-things, #2-track-cloud-infrastructure etc. There were also specific channels for all things networking and fun such as #3-ntwk-newtoos, #4-fun-pets, #4-fun-share-your-workspace, and each sponsor had their own channel to network on and hold further discussions.

Top 5 Channels:

- #2-track-internet-of-things
- #2-track-ospocon
- #2-track-linux-systems
- #1-random
- #2-track-embedded-linux

Total messages sent: 8,333
As our first hybrid event ever, we have a lot of lessons learned and takeaways from the event to ensure an even better virtual attendee experience in the future. Some of the feedback we received on what we can improve upon - which we plan to implement - include: Virtual sessions streamed in rooms for onsite attendees; Moderators to handle virtual attendee Q&A for in-person speakers; and a new virtual platform (ideally not proprietary) that allows for more small group video interaction.

“ATTENDING THIS EVENT WAS A GREAT WAY TO SEE THAT FANTASTIC IMPROVEMENTS ARE HAPPENING IN OUR INDUSTRY.”
-MARTIN LAFRANCE

“OPEN SOURCE SUMMIT IS A FUNDAMENTAL GATHERING PLACE FOR EXCHANGING IDEAS ACROSS PROJECTS AND MEETING ALL OF THE PEOPLE WHO MAKE OPEN SOURCE COMMUNITIES WORK.”
-MATTHEW MILLER
Event Experiences

Beyond enriching educational content, the event offered a plethora of activities designed to connect and strengthen our community and attendees’ experiences, including these events/activities:

- Newcomer Orientation & Social, which attracted 27 first-time attendees
- Diversity Social, which welcomed 18 underrepresented minorities in tech
- Women in Open Source Lunch, which connected over 72 women and non-binary attendees
- 519 attendees participated in the virtual Red Hat Arcade
- 20 attendees participated in the 5K Fun Run in Seattle
- Onsite Sponsor Showcase Booth Crawl
- Evening reception at the Seattle Aquarium
- Online and onsite photo booths
Attendee Demographics

- **1,944** total attendees: **482** in-person and **1,462** virtual
- Attendees from **760** organizations
- Attendees from **68** countries
- **79%** of registered attendees participated in the virtual experience
- **61%** of all attendees were from the United States, Canada, and Mexico

**Industry**
- Information Technology **54%**
- Non Profit Organization **8%**
- Industrials **8%**
- Automotive **8%**
- Telecommunications **7%**
- Professional Services **6%**
- Consumer Goods **3%**
- Health Care **2%**
- Financials **2%**
- Energy **1%**
- Materials **1%**

**Job Level**
- Individual Contributor **42%**
- Other **20%**
- Manager **15%**
- Director **10%**
- CXO/ED **6%**
- Academic **4%**
- VP / SVP / GM **3%**

**Job Function**
- Systems/Embedded Developer **24%**
- Other **16%**
- Architect **7%**
- Application Developer (Front-end/Back-end/Mobile/Full Stack) **7%**
- Kernel/Operating Systems Developer **7%**
- Executive Leader **7%**
- DevOps/SRE/Sysadmin **5%**
- Manager - Technical Teams **5%**
- Marketing **5%**
- Manager - OSPO **4%**
- Student **3%**
- Product/Biz Dev **3%**
- Manager - Other **3%**
- Professor/Academic **2%**
- Media/Analyst **1%**
- Legal/Compliance **1%**
Attendee Demographics

**Country**

- **North America 61%**
  - Canada, Mexico, USA

- **Europe 23%**
  - Austria, Belarus, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Kosovo, Netherlands, North Macedonia, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Ukraine, United Kingdom

- **Asia 9%**
  - Bangladesh, China, Hong Kong (SAR China), India, Japan, Kazakhstan, Nepal, Philippines, Republic of Korea, Russian Federation, Singapore, Taiwan (Province of China)

- **Middle East 2%**
  - Iraq, Israel, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, United Arab Emirates

- **Africa 1%**
  - Cambodia, Cameroon, Egypt, Kenya, Morocco, Nigeria, South Africa

- **Caribbean 1%**
  - Jamaica, Sint Maarten

- **Central America 1%**
  - Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador

- **Oceania 1%**
  - Australia, New Zealand

- **South America 1%**
  - Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Peru

---

**“Highly recommended for students like myself who want to explore [the] open source world in the right way! Loads of networking and amazing organisations to interact with!”**

---

**“The importance of diversity and inclusion were evident in words and practice. Well done!”**
Diversity

• **37%** of Keynote Speakers were women and **21%** were people of color.

• **33%** of Program Committee members identified as women or non-binary, and **26%** as people of color.

• **30%** of all conference speakers identified as women or non-binary, an increase from 23% in 2020.

• An estimated **31%** of conference speakers were people of color. This number was an estimated 32.9% in 2020.

• **23%*** of attendees identified as women and non-binary, an increase from 17% in 2020.

• **15%*** of registered attendees identified as a person of color. In 2020, this number was 16%.

*These are optional questions on our registration form that also include 'prefer not to answer' as an option, or can be skipped entirely, thus these numbers may be higher than reflected here.

---

**Gender**
- Male 65%
- Female 22%
- Prefer not to answer 12%
- Non-binary 1%

**Identifies as a person of color**
- No 67%
- Prefer not to answer 18%
- Yes 15%

**Age**
- 20-39 45%
- 40-60 37%
- Prefer not to answer 14%
- 61+ 3%
- 0-19 1%
Community Support

To encourage and increase the participation of a diverse community, The Linux Foundation offered diversity and need-based registration scholarships and travel funding for the event this year, providing $55,571 in funding for:

- 57 Diversity Scholarships
- 46 Need-Based Registration Scholarships
- Awarded 23 Diversity Travel Scholarships
- Awarded 7 Need-Based Travel Scholarships

Health & Safety

The health and safety of all conference attendees was a critical focus and of utmost importance to us, as we watched the pandemic closely all year and worked to put many measures and new protocols in place. To keep everyone at the event safe, all were required to provide proof of vaccination via the Clear app and their ID, wear a mask throughout the event, and take a daily health symptom survey in order to participate.

Onsite, specific measures, including increased social distancing, interaction wristbands, designated dining areas, plentiful sanitation stations, and more were introduced in order to ensure that all attendees felt comfortable during the event.
Social Media Highlights

Twitter

Impressions were driven by promotional content, including informational post series such as: “Why Attend” and “Explore the Track”, and promotion of individual sessions, speakers, sponsors, and live tweeting.

During our event date range, we saw 67M impressions for #ossummit, 48.3M for #lfelc, and 4.2M for #ospocon. We also tagged most event posts with #opensource as well, resulting in 48.7M impressions.

2021 (September 23 - Oct 4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hashtag</th>
<th>Tweets</th>
<th>Retweets</th>
<th>Contributors</th>
<th>Impressions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#OSSummit</td>
<td>1,255</td>
<td>967</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>67M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#opensource</td>
<td>1,130</td>
<td>913</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>48.7M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#IfELC</td>
<td>826</td>
<td>681</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>48.3M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“THIS EVENT WAS GREAT FROM START TO FINISH, TOP TO BOTTOM.”
-NICOLE HAGESTAD

“IT WAS SO GREAT TO SEE MY COMMUNITY FRIENDS. IT'S BEEN TOO LONG :)”
-MATT GERMONPREZ
Social Media Highlights

Engagement with #OSSummit from September 22 - October 3, 2021 (impressions, total tweets & contributors), with the peak impressions on Day 1 of OSS + ELC at **over 24M**: 

**#OSSummit**

- **67M** impressions (Mon, Sep 27, 2021: 24,619,646)
- **1,255** tweets
- **572** contributors

**AVG TWEETS/DAY**: 104.6
**TWEETS/CONTRIBUTOR**: 2.2
**POTENTIAL IMPRESSIONS/DAY**: 5.6M
**POTENTIAL IMPRESSIONS/TWEET**: 53.4k

"**THE OSS + EMBEDDED LINUX CONFERENCE IS ONE OF THE FEW OPPORTUNITIES WE HAVE TO TRANSLATE OUR ANONYMOUS FEELING OF COMMUNITY TO A PHYSICAL ONE. OPEN SOURCE DOES NOT HAVE TO BE FACELESS.**"** - Macarena Sagredo"
Social Media Highlights

Engagement with #lfelc September 22 - October 3, 2021 (impressions, total tweets & contributors), showing the peak number of impressions on Day 1 of OSS + ELC at **14.6M**:

“...THE LF EVENTS TEAM IMPLEMENTED FANTASTIC MEASURES THAT MADE ME FEEL SAFE ATTENDING IN-PERSON DESPITE COVID CONCERNS...”
Social Media Highlights

Engagement with #ospocon September 22 - October 3, 2021 (impressions, total tweets & contributors), showing the peak number of impressions on Day 1 of OSS + ELC at 1.2M:

- **#OSPOCon View on Twitter**

- **4.2M** Impressions
- **134** Tweets
- **78** Contributors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AVG TWEETS/DAY</th>
<th>TWEETS/CONTRIBUTOR</th>
<th>POTENTIAL IMPRESSIONS/DAY</th>
<th>POTENTIAL IMPRESSIONS/TWEET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>321.2k</td>
<td>31.2k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“**I AM THRILLED TO SEE THE DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION INITIATIVES! I’VE EXPERIENCED IN BUILDING MY OWN TEAM HOW DIVERSITY STRENGTHENS IT AND MAKES THE OVERALL EXPERIENCE MORE SATISFYING.**”
Social Media Highlights

Below are this year’s most retweeted tweets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 - 25 of 2,359 Tweets</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>RETWEETS  ▲</th>
<th>REPLIES</th>
<th>POTENTIAL DIR. IMPRESSIONS</th>
<th>POTENTIAL AMP. IMPRESSIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Linux Foundation @linuxfoundation We're so excited for @sarahnovotny's promotion to Director of Open Source Strategy and Ecosystem at @azure! #ossummit #felc #opensource #oss</td>
<td>Sep 29, 2021, 9:52 AM</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>381.8k</td>
<td>712.5k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Linux Foundation @linuxfoundation A picture of the computer running the Ingenuity Helicopter on Mars - a tiny NASA helicopter that became the first powered aircraft to fly on another planet, powered by #linux! #opensource #ossummit #felc</td>
<td>Sep 29, 2021, 9:17 AM</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>381.8k</td>
<td>447.8k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Linux Foundation @linuxfoundation &quot;Linux is 30! Not just survived - THRIVED!&quot; #30yearsofLinux #tuxturns30 #ossummit #felc #opensource #linux #oss #embeddedlinux</td>
<td>Sep 28, 2021, 3:05 PM</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>381.7k</td>
<td>413.1k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deepthi Sigireddi @ Open Source Summit Seattle @ATechGirl Linux turns 30! #ossummit #felc</td>
<td>Sep 28, 2021, 2:27 PM</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>396.4k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gordon Haff @ghaff Tux turns 30! #ossummit</td>
<td>Sep 27, 2021, 9:10 AM</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,861</td>
<td>403.7k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Social Media Highlights

Facebook

Posts from The Linux Foundation’s Facebook page garnered **310K impressions** from Sept 4 - October 4, 2021.

Linkedin

From Sept 4 - October 4, 2021, The Linux Foundation’s LinkedIn page increased by **4.1K followers** for a total of **172.3K**. Posts made to our page have garnered **468K impressions** (a 28% increase from 2020’s event period impressions).

Media & Analyst Results

Important tech and open source reporters joined both in-person and virtually from outlets including: CBS Interactive/ZDNet, EnterpriseAI.news, IBL News, LWN.net, SiliconANGLE Media, TFIR Media, The New Stack, The Register, and more.

Though the in-person audience this year was small, those that attended in person were very excited to be together again. It was truly amazing to witness the community joining together, in person for the first time in 1.5+ years. As you can tell from many of the posts below, the hallway track at the event was vibrant, and the power of open source collaboration could be witnessed first hand.

“IT WAS GREAT TO RECONNECT WITH PEOPLE, INCLUDING PEOPLE I HAD NOT EVEN REALIZED I HAD LOST TOUCH WITH UNTIL I BUMPED INTO THEM AT THE CONFERENCE. THE LF DID A GREAT JOB CREATING A SAFE ENVIRONMENT FOR ATTENDEES TO COLLABORATE EFFECTIVELY YET SAFELY. IT WAS GREAT. THANK YOU!”
What Attendees Are Saying:

**Daniele Berkozol**

*@tobenkozol*

Farewell #ossummit! So great to reconnect with everyone! I haven’t seen in a couple of years. Until we meet again!

---

**Marina Golani**

*@marina_golani*

These organic conversations and great interactions is where it’s at! What an incredible community to be part of! Thank you @lfnetwork for bringing all these amazing people together in person! Bye Seattle for now! #ossummit ProsQcon @BlogDevOps

---

**Yusuke Sato**

*Yusuke Sato*

It was great to meet people from all over the world at #ossummit and speak to them about a disinformation problem on #jwop.

---

**Samuel Godsy**

*@samuelgodsy*

Thank you Seattle and the #ossummit.

---

**Dottan Horwitz**

*@dottan*

Open Source Summit was great! Missed my talk? The recording is available for attendees on the the event platform throughout this month 🎨 ossummit21.npeventapps.com/session-virtual... Not on the attendees? don’t worry, it will soon be on YouTube for everyone! #ossummit @linuxfoundation

---

**Mick Joell**

*@mickjoell*

The world feels a little bit more normal again now that @erikalty already done his crowd selfie 😊 #ossummit #OSScon

---

**Monica Ryckbosch-Meachsen**

* @sourcelink*

I have a slew of #ossummit pictures to post, but I’m pretty sleepy waiting to board our red eye back home so I’ll post them tomorrow. But tilc, we all learned a lot and made new friends. Until next time me, everyone!
What Attendees Are Saying:

Stephen Augustus (@steveaugustus)
- Catching up with old friends
- Making new friends
- Learning from a few #OpenSource dragons
- Eating and drinking well

Thanks for the good vibes, #OSSummit! See a bunch of you in LA for #KubeCon + #CloudNativeCon

Georg J.P. Link (@GiorgLin)
- It was a great week in Seattle, reconnecting with friends and making new friends at #OSSummit @linuxfoundation and #CHAOSCon @chaosscon.

Takeaway: We can do in person events again and it feels great.

Going home now. See you at @AllThingsOpen

StimAi - Booth #513 @ KubeCon
- We were so honored to be able to support #OSSummit this year and chat with a lot of great folks. Thanks to everyone who came by our table, and to all our new friends at @flinuxdb @datadog @bitergia @sauce labs @euse @sysdig and the @linux foundation.

The Linux Foundation (@linuxfoundation - Sep 29)
What an incredible week! Thank you for joining us LIVE in Seattle and virtually for Open Source Summit = Embedded Linux Conference 2021. We appreciate all of your thoughts, insights and participation. #OSSummit #Felc #OpenSourceSecurity #Linux

Lauren Maffeo (@LaurenMaffeo)
- Last night at the #OSSummit a very kind attendee told me his org - the world’s largest provider of #Opensource software - is implementing a recommendation I made in my chapter of The Open Source Way guidebook. That chapter was my pandemic project last summer; music to my ears.

9:54 AM · Sep 29, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

Chris Grav Jervis (@chrisograv)
- Finally returning to some in-person conferences - #OSPOCon and other Linux Foundation conferences! Hopefully will get the full ‘experience’ - found this article about nurturing relationships in person.
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What Attendees Are Saying:

Mender.io
@mender.io

We are so excited to be @linuxfoundation, @EmbeddedLinux #Conference2021 in Seattle. We miss you very much. Come by and say hi. #ossummit #life: #Software #management #UPDATE #embedded #devices #IoT

Mender.io
@mender.io

The #DSSummit #FELD keynotes are about to kickoff! Thanks to our Sponsors - @BMDveloper @rhdevelopers @Google @Microsoft

Katie Nichols
@katie_nichols

Just when you think Open Source Summit + Embedded Linux Conference & #OSPOCOn couldn’t get better!

PUPPY PAWLOOZA. Let’s get ready to post #DogsofTwitter

The Linux Foundation
@linuxfoundation

Join us in Seattle for:

PUPPY PAWLOOZA
Wednesday, September 29th
Event Registration

Gifs or it didn’t happen! Photo booth is in the Expo Hall at #OSPOCOn with @BenPearson.

Ashley Wolf
@ashleywolf

Great talks at #DSSummit about open source in academia and government. I’m here for it. Thanks for the great preso @Sional! Shoutout to @topoplus.
Press Coverage

The New Stack - Linus Torvalds on Community, Rust and Linux's Longevity
Slashdot - Linus Torvalds On Community, Rust and Linux's Longevity
SiliconANGLE - Linus Torvalds on 30 years of Linux, Rust and the open-source community
ZDNet Linux and Open Source Blog - Linus Torvalds: Juggling chainsaws and building Linux
The New Stack - Sigstore Code Signing for Software Supply Chain Security
LWN.net - Moving Google toward the mainline
LWN.net - Rolling stable kernels
Phoronix - Sony Has Begun Accelerating Their Contributions To Open-Source / Linux
LinuxGizmos.com - Embedded Linux conferences announce plans
Phoronix - Oracle Continues Working On The Maple Tree For The Linux Kernel
ZDNet Linux and Open Source Blog - Linux Foundation starts open-source diversity, equity, and inclusion survey
LinuxGizmos.com - OSS+ELC show returns live with RISC-V, AI, Martian rovers, and 30 years of Tux
CNX Software - Upcoming events about RISC-V, RT-Thread IoT OS, and Embedded Linux
LinuxGizmos.com - T-shirt design contest celebrates 30 years of Linux
Slashdot - Linux Foundation Survey Shows Companies Desperate To Hire Open-Source Talent
ZDNet Linux and Open Source Blog - Linux Foundation survey shows companies desperate to hire open-source talent
LinuxInsider - More Open Source Jobs Remain Vacant With Scarcity of Skilled Linux Talent
EnterpriseAI - Enterprise Open Source Job Applicant Shortage Persists in 2021, Linux Foundation Survey Finds
Analytics India Mag - India's Top Ethical AI Advocate: The Journey Of Saishruthi Swaminathan
Phoronix - Picolibc Continues Maturing As Very Lightweight C Library For The Embedded World
Market Screener - A New Era for OSPOs: A Panel Discussion
The New Stack - Linus Torvalds on Community, Rust and Linux's Longevity
The New Stack - Sigstore Code Signing for Software Supply Chain Security
The New Stack - Machine Learning Data Gets Type Checking, Validation with Flyte, Pandar
Silicon Angle - Linus Torvalds on 30 years of Linux, Rust and the open-source community
ZDNet Linux and Open Source Blog - Linux Foundation survey shows companies desperate to hire open-source talent
SAVE THE DATE FOR 2022

OPEN SOURCE SUMMIT +
EMBEDDED LINUX CONFERENCE + OSPOCON NORTH AMERICA 2022
June 21 - 24, 2022 | Austin, Texas, United States

OPEN SOURCE SUMMIT +
EMBEDDED LINUX CONFERENCE + OSPOCON EUROPE 2022
Sep 13 - 16, 2022 | Dublin, Ireland

OPEN SOURCE SUMMIT JAPAN +
AUTOMOTIVE LINUX SUMMIT 2022
December 2022 - Dates TBD | Tokyo, Japan

OPEN SOURCE SUMMIT CHINA
(CO-LOCATED WITH KUBECON + CLOUDNATIVECON)
December 2022 - Dates TBD | China